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Stellar PST to MBOX Converter: Move Emails from MS Outlook to Apple Mail
Published on 03/13/14
Stellar Data Recovery today announces Stellar PST to MBOX Converter for Mac. Effortlessly
migrate your emails from Windows OS to Mac OS by efficiently converting MS Outlook files
to Apple Mail. The application performs an efficient conversion of all the emails,
including attachments, without making any changes to the folder organization. It even
converts password protected Outlook mails. The tool has an extremely simple and easy user
interface which facilitates migration in three simple steps.
Metuchen, New Jersey - Stellar Data Recovery, a leading data recovery solutions provider,
today is thrilled to announce the release of Stellar PST to MBOX Converter for Mac. This
software helps you migrate your emails easily from Windows OS to Mac OS by efficiently
converting MS Outlook files to Apple Mail. It performs an efficient conversion of all the
emails, including attachments, without making any changes to the folder organization. It
even converts password protected Outlook mails.
"Users that are looking at migrating from a Windows based system to a Mac machine would
require a tool that can facilitate migration of their important emails. Microsoft will
also soon end support for Windows XP, many users globally would look at upgrading. Some of
them may move to Mac and therefore the need for such a tool would grow even more. Our
attempt is to deliver useful & efficient products for our customers globally. Launch of
'Stellar PST to MBOX converter' is another such endeavor." said Mr.Sunil Chandna, CEO,
Stellar Data Recovery.
The tool has an extremely simple and easy user interface which facilitates migration in
three simple steps - Select, Convert & Save. You can select the PST files for conversion
and then select the destination where you would like to save the converted files and click
on convert. The software supports conversion of mailboxes from MS Outlook 2013, 2010,
2007, 2003. Stellar PST to MBOX converter is also compatible with the latest Mac OS X
Mavericks.
Pricing and Availability:
Stellar PST to MBOX converter is available as a try before buy software. You can download
the software for free, through this free version you can preview the mail body and subject
lines of converted email. To convert, save and view attachments and other fields, the full
version can be purchased. This is priced nominally at $39 (USD).
Stellar Data Recovery:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/
Stellar PST to MBOX Converter:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/email-tools/outlook-to-apple-mail.php
Download:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/thank-you.php?val=pstmbox_mac
Purchase:
http://www.stellarinfo.com/email-tools/outlook-to-apple-mail/buy-now.php

Stellar Data Recovery is an ISO 9001:2008 certified organization that specializes in
Phoenix data recovery Tools, Disk utilities and in-lab data recovery services. Ever since
1993, Stellar has emerged as a leading and well-trusted brand for all kinds of data loss
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situations. With its wide range of software and services, Stellar has more than 2 million
customers, which includes top corporate giants from all over the world. Copyright (C) 2014
Stellar Information Technology Pvt. Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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